Let /; denote the number of i-element members of a given family of subsets of a finite n-element set (= hypergraph). (fo,f\ •... ,fn) is the profile of the hypergraph. The authors in two papers jointly written with Peter L. Erdos have determined the extreme points of the set of profiles for several hypergraph classes. This paper presents new short proofs.
INTRODUCTION
Let S be an n-element set and fJi, a family of subsets of S, i.e.,~fJic 2 5 . For O:s; i:s; n, we denote by $j the collection of i-element subsets in fJi: It is not hard to see that D consists of exactly those vertices of the convex hull of X which are not dominated by any other vertex.
Most extremal hypergraph problems can be formulated in the following way. Suppose we are given a weight function w:{O, ... ,n}-'»Z+, i.e, w(i);;;'O for all i. What is the maximum ofL.;=o w(i)/; over all families $ c 2 5 satisfying certain properties (e.g. F n F' ¥-o holds for all F, F' E fJi)? That is, we have to find the maximum of a linear function with non-negative coefficients over the set X of all possible profile vectors. Clearly, this maximum equals the maximum over all dominating vertices. Thus, for most problems, it is sufficient to determine the dominating set of possible profile vectors. This was done in [5] and [6] for some classes of hypergraphs. However, the proofs were lengthy and relied heavily on the duality theorem of linear programming. On the other hand [6] developed a unified treatment of these problems using no result of extremal set theory. Here we propose much shorter individual proofs using extremal set theory. Our theorems are generalizations of old results of extremal types. The connections and consequences can be found in [5] and [6] .
STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS
DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose k is a positive integer. The family $ is called a kSperner family if there are no k + I distinct members F o , Flo ... , F k forming a chain: 
2'
To see that in all the above theorems the given points are actually possible profiles we give constructions of families with these profiles. Consequently we have to prove only that any profile can be dominated by the convex linear combination of these points. In Section 7 we prove a similar statement for two families of sets. 
Suppose f= (/0, ... .In) is the profile of a k-Spemer family. Note that (4) holds for all i.
In view of Theorem 3.1 the numbers j; satisfy (1) . We prove the following slightly stronger statement instead of Theorem 2.2.
is the dominating set of all vectors f satisfying (1) and (4).
PROOF. We have to prove that for any vectorfsatisfying (1) and (4) •. are the vectors given in Theorem 2.2. It is easy to see that it suffices to prove this statement for vectors f satisfying equality in (1). However, for such vectors f we can prove the existence of a, ;;,: 0, I aj = 1 such that (5) We apply induction on the number of components i for which 0 <f, < {7} holds. If this number is zero, then j'e D, the statement is trivial. In general let 1= {i: 0 </;/{7} < I} and suppose that III> 0 (it implies III;;,: 2) and the statement is proved for smaller values. The case gil = (~) can be handled a,nlltogously, since this condition implies that all dj with positive f3i have C~) in the i l th component. This proves the theorem.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3
Let f be the profile of an intersecting family [!JP, 00;;;; t« n, is obvious.
Note that Theorem 3.2 implies
The fact that no set and its complement can be simultaneously in an intersecting family gives 
follows. We prove the following slightly stronger statement instead of Theorem 2.3. PROOF.
We have to prove that for any vector 1 satisfying (6)- (9) aj=(~_I) (~-1)'
(n-l)' n rs ouo.
(n-3)/2 (9) and (7) imply aj;;' 0 (1~i~(n + 1)/2). If n is odd L",j",(n+I)/2 a i = 1 is trivial. If n is even, this sum is equal to In/2/ (n/221)' This is really 1 because of the equality in (8) with i = n/2. To prove (10) we have to check it componentwise. The jth component on the left hand side for j,,;;; nl2 is (;~:) "~'J a,~C~:) (~~1) J,
To prove the same for j> n12, let us note that Ji +f,,-j = (j') (O,,;;;j";;; n) holds by the equality in (8) and similarly, the sum of the jth and (n -j)th components of any dj is (j'), as well. The proof is complete.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.4
Suppose fF is an intersecting Sperner family with profile f. Let n/2<j""n-l (13) We define I3n = 1-L n/2<j""n-l I3j~o. 
This is nothing else but (19).
To prove (18) and (20) 
l.e;;l<i max{l,n-l+J}~j:os;;n follows. In the last terms we may use the induction hypothesis for (20): (22) is
This is equal to the ith component gJ-I + gJ of f if j < n. For j = n this latter component is g~_I' Thus (22) is proved. The sum of the coefficients in (22) is
Replace each wij with n/2 < i <j~n by on the left hand side of (22). This modification does not change the left hand side and the validity of (22). However, the sum of the coefficients is decreased since
This proves that f is dominated by a linear combination of the vectors given in Theorem 2.4 and the sum of the coefficients is~1. 
AN EXTREMAL PROBLEM FOR Two FAMILIES
Define aj =Jj/G) and f3 =maxO""i""" gJG). Clearly, (/0'/1> ... ,in, go, ... , g")";;; Lj ajvj + f3w
holds, while (23) implies L aj + f3";;; 1. The proof is complete.
THE PROOF OF THEOREM 7.2. Let us define 8f as the family of those subsets of S which are contained in at least two of the 8fi, and set "9 = UI""i"'" 8fi -fJi. Clearly, we have , L l8f il,,;;; tl8fI+I"9I· i=1 (24) However, 8f and "9 fulfill the assumptions of Theorem 7.1. Therefore, the maximum of tl8fJ + "9 =Li if; + Li gi is attained in some point of the dominating set of profiles. For v j we obtain tG), for w 2", yielding (a). For (b) note first Multiplying by (7) and summing up over all i we infer
OPEN PROBLEMS
It would be interesting to determine the dominating set of profiles of other classes of families, e.g. t-intersecting families (IF (') F'I ;;;. t), intersecting-union families (F (')F'.,e 0, F U F'.,e S). However, these cases seem to be much more difficult. A more hopeful case might be that of k-wise intersecting Sperner families (F I (') ••• (') Fk.,e 0, 8f is Sperner). We conjecture that all dominating vertices have one or two non-zero coordinates. For k = 3, this would completely settle the problem ofthe maximum size ofa 3-wise intersecting Sperner family. This is known to be (r("~~~/2l) + e, where e = 1 for n even and e = 0 for n odd, for all but 12 values of n (cf. Frankl [7] , Gronau [8] , [9] ).
